Porosity is the ratio of the volume of the medium pores to the total volume.As an important indicator of the physical properties of porous rock and soil medium,It is directly related to the physical and mechanical properties of the rock and soil in the environment, and the permeability characteristics and reservoir properties.Research on the calculation method of the porosity of rock and soil medium is of great significance.The complex characteristics in the macro of non continuous, non uniform, anisotropic and non deterministic, and so on, depend on non continuity and non determinism of microstructure of soil mass fundamentally.Under the premise of not considering the soil boundary,The soil particles are abstracted as spherical particles.Considering the unit cell,we probe different arrangement of spherical particles.Rock and soil are regarded as macro performance of arrangement with countless same unit cells.Therefore,we can calculate the porosity of the soil under various arrangements,and analyze the effects of different arrangements of soil particles on the porosity.
Introduction
The complex characteristics in the macro of non continuous, non uniform, anisotropic and non deterministic, and so on, depend on non continuity and non determinism of microstructure of soil mass fundamentally."Numerous studies show,they exhibit fractal characteristics.Therefore, fractal theory become an effective method for the study of the microcosmic and meso characteristics of rock and soil. [1] "Soil fractal model is commonly used to simulate the microstructure of soil.
At present, there are two types of fractal models: One kind of fractal models is Sierpinski fractal carpet.It is shown in Fig.1 . Fig.1 Sierpinski fractal carpet The white parts represent the recognizable holes,whlie the black parts represent the irrecognizable holes and coexistence of carpets.With the decrease of the observation scale(That is, with the increase of n),holes with smaller aperture in the carpet are found. [1] [2] [3] We can calculate porosity of soil using the obtained fractal dimension [5] .
Another kind of fractal model is Menger sponge model.It is shown in Fig.2 . Structure of Menger sponge fractal model:take a cube as the initial element,and divide all six sides into nine parts in average.That is to say,divide a cube into 27 parts in average.Then remove the 7 smaller cubes of the body-centered and the surface-centered,And preserve their surface.Only 20 International Conference on Advances in Energy and Environmental Science (ICAEES 2015) smaller cubes remained.Operate repeatedly(n=1,2,3…),and until infinity. [3, 4] We can also calculate porosity of soil using the obtained fractal dimension [5] .
The above two models are ideal porosity model.In many cases, it is in good agreement with the actual situation [6] .However,the fractal dimension of rock and soil is often obtained by designing some complex tests.The method and accuracy of the tests are not the same exactly.Therefore,a simple model-sphere model could be used to simulate the microstructure of rock and soil.Combined with the concept of unit cell,we can utilize spherical model to realize different arrangements.And then we find the soil porosity in different arrangements and the laws of porosity with the change of Variation θ.
Spherical model
After observation and analysis of the existing fractal models,It is not difficult to find that these two models both remove some smaller cubes from a bigger cube."Studies have shown that we could regard some simple entities as the calculation model of basic units,in order to imitate Mechanical behaviors of the object Approximately [7] ."And the sphere is the most simple three-dimensional entity.Different arrangements which the combination of the spheres present,have a great impact on porosity of soil.
"From the images of the fresh fracture of the rock under electron microscope,we could observe that arrangements of the crystal grain include irregular point bodies,the strip bodies of different bending state, different thickness,irregular block bodies.All those constitute mineral crystal in a certain shape.These different forms of mineral--Micro Element,is a basic component of rock mass [9] ."We associate unit cell with Micro element.Generally speaking,unit cells are parallelepiped.Unit cells,as the basic unit of crystal,arrange without space among cells.Unit cells are divided into three categories,including simple cubic unit cell,body centered cubic unit cell and FCC unit cell.Next,on the basis of these three kinds of unit cells(that is,three kinds of arrangements),we can calculate the porosity of the soil.(In the following calculation,porosity is represented by φ uniformly.The radius of the spherical particle is the same,and represented by R uniformly.)
Simple cubic unit cell. Fig.3 is 3D graphics for simple cubic unit cell.Just as its name implies,this arrangement is the most simple one.Eight 1/8 spheres are at the cube vertex,and any two are tangent. Fig.3 Simple cubic unit cell The volume of the cube is,
Fig.2 Menger sponge model
A unit cell contains ) ( The total volume of the sphere is,
Then, 5236 .
So,the porosity is, 0.4764 0.5236
This situation is the most regular situation.And the calculated porosity is also the largest.Of course,Under the premise that any two spheres are tangent.Actually,soil particles could not contact with each other absolutely.So if its arrangements adopt simple cubic unit cell,the measured value may be greater than the calculated value.
Body centered cubic unit cell. Fig.4 is 3D graphics for body centered cubic unit cell.Body centered sphere is tangent with the spheres at the cube vertex.Supposing that side of undersurface is 1,and the angle between body diagonal and diagonal of undersurface is θ. Fig.5 shows the section of BCC unit cell. For the body centered cubic unit cell,porosity is in the range of 0.25~0.35,which makes no difference with the actual situation [8] .In order to calculate conveniently,we supposed that body centered sphere is tangent with the spheres at the cube vertex.Actually,soil particles could not contact with each other absolutely.So,the actual porosity [8] may be bigger.
FCC unit cell. Fig.6 is 3D graphics for FCC unit cell.Face centered sphere is tangent with the spheres at the cube vertex.Supposing that radius of sphere-R is 1,and the angle between surface diagonal and the bottom edge of the cube is θ. Fig.7 shows the section of FCC unit cell.
The volume of the cube is, 
It is no difficulty to find that Eq. 6 and Eq. 9 are in the same form.The difference lies in the meaning of θ.But both maximum and minimum are equal. Thus,although the arrangements of these two kinds of spherical particles in the unit cells vary,it almost makes on difference in porosity.porosity is also in the range of 0.25~0.35.The laws of porosity have been found:within a reasonable range,With the increase of θ,porosity increases at first then decreases rather than increase or decrease monotonically.Maximum value are obtained in a certain value.Additionally,for both sides of θ that the maximum value correspond to,the change of the right side is more obvious than the left.
Conclusions
Actually,Soil structure is very complex.For example, there is the existence of microcrack.We attempt to show the structure of the soil vividly in a simple way,and approach the actual situation by taking advantage of fractal models.In this paper,we use sphere model to quantify the problem of porosity.and get the following conclusions:
(1) In the simple cubic unit cell,the porosity is a constant 0.4764.
(2) In the body centered cubic unit cell and FCC unit cell,porosity is in the range of 0.25~0.35.With the increase of θ,porosity increases at first then decreases rather than increase or decrease monotonically.
(3) The above three models are ideal porosity model,so there may exist some deviation.The measured value may be greater than the calculated value.
In order to make the applicability of sphere model more widely and closer to reality.We could consider make use of the sphere particles of non equal radius to arrange,and even attempt more complex arrangements.The problem of porosity will become abundant and complex.That provides a possibility to combine sphere model with the object-oriented programming.It is of great significance to solve the practical engineering problem of rock and soil.That is our research direction in the future.
